Laboratory Consumables
Splash Shields

Protects User with Smooth, Easy Position Adjustment

LAB-24966 Series
No matter how your workspace is configured, these Plexiglas®
splash shields are designed to provide safety plus comfort (not
hot and stuffy like personal face shields), flexibility (they’re
fully adjustable), and quality in a design that will adapt to your
specific needs. All shields move side-to-side as well as up and
down at the touch of a finger. Free precious work space and
enhance the performance of every user. After selecting desired
shield, order appropriate mounting fixtures.

LAB-249660001 single shield with weighted
base (D), shown smaller than actual size.

Mounting Fixtures: Refer to recommended mounting fixtures.
Choose the best mounting system for your work area.
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LAB-249660004 double shield
with “C” clamps (A), shown
smaller than actual size.
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Splash Shields
Model No.

Description

Recommended Mounting Fixtures

LAB-249660001

Single Plexiglas splash shield 305 x 381 mm (12 x 15") with
61 cm (24") reticulating arm

Select type A, B, C or D

LAB-249660002

Single Plexiglas splash shield 30.5 x 38.1 cm (12 x 15") for island
benches with 96.5 cm (38") reticulating arm

Select type A, B, or C

LAB-249660004

Double Plexiglas splash shield 38.1 x 61 cm (15 x 24") with two 61 Select type A, B, or C
cm (24") reticulating arms (one for each arm)
Must order two of same

LAB-249660003

Double Plexiglas splash shield 38.1 x 61 cm (15 x 24") for island
benches with two 96.5 cm (38") reticulating arms

Model No.

Select type A, B, or C
Must order two of same

Description

Mounting Fixtures
LAB-249660005

(A) “C” Clamp: Opens to 63 mm (21⁄2"), (order two for use with double shields)

LAB-249660006

(B) Fixed table bracket: Attaches permanently with screws to bench top (order two for use with
double shields)

LAB-249660007

(C) Wall bracket: Attaches permanently to vertical surface with screws. Mount to wall studs only
(order two for use with double shields)

LAB-249660008

(D) Weighted base: 24.1 cm (91⁄2 ") diameter base (for use only with single splash shield LAB-249660001)

Replacement Plexiglas Shield
LAB-249660010

Pre-drilled single shield (fits LAB-249660001/0002)

LAB-249660011

Pre-drilled double shield (fits LAB-249660003/0004)

To order, call 1-800-826-6342 or shop online at omega.com
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